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Lysander Calloway

Lysander Calloway is a GM Player-Character played by Charmaylarg and is the Grand Admiral of the NSN
4th Fleet

Lysander Calloway

Species & Gender: Nepleslian Male
Date of Birth: YE 12
Organization: Nepleslian Star Navy
Occupation: Admiral

Rank: Admiral (Nepleslia)
Current Placement: 4th Assault Fleet

Physical Description

Height 6'2
Weight 250 Pounds.

Build and skin color:

Lysander has almost charcoal black skin over an endomorphic build with a bulky frame and a pudgy face
with fat layered over muscle, Deceiving most into thinking hes out of shape.

Eyes and facial features:
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Lysander has deep set hazel eyes often stressed and tight from always focusing on far away objects that
are set into a round and pudgy face pock marked and scared from an early life spent in usually below
freezing temperatures.

Hair:

Lysander has a clean shaven and shined head,

Distinguishing Features:

(Neck/Throat):

Lysander has a small, Quarter sized black node above his larynx denoting a cybernetic enhancement to
his vocal cords. He can change the pitch and range of his voice at will, Seemingly changing the way he
sounds at a whim but always giving a tone of synthetic or radio interference to his voice as if played
through a speaker.

Personality

Lysander is a loyal and feircely dedicated man who would give his life for Nepleslia and her people,
Maintaining a distinct sense of patriotism and loyalty to both the Nepleslian Star Navy and Nepleslia as a
whole.

With this is mind, Lysander is fairly no-nonsense and by the books. His every act and notion drive from a
perfectionist desire to strive and serve, which isn't entirely off target. Given his position as an officer, he
tries to maintain a strictly professional image to keep a level of dignity and respect.

History

Lysander Calloway was born in YE 12.

Lysander was born to Mary Calloway and Julius Stuban in YE 12 to the only child to the Owner and his
head engineer of a small pleasure craft. Lysander, However was raised by his mother and her daughter
Chiffon after his father discarded them wanting nothing to do with his illegitimate child or lover. Lysander
would grow into following his mother and sisters over the years spending more time in space as a snipe
and engineers assistant than planetside. His childhood and teenage years where a fluctuating quagmire
of scathingly hot and steaming machinery and the cold deep space EVA sessions spent repair ships from
the exterior between crew jobs.

Lysander and his sister enlisted in the Nepleslian star navy they where 16 and 25 receptively after their
mother passed away in a machinery accident as a way to put their skills to work without needing to
search far and wide for work with the ever present need for capable hands. Lysander would be sent off to
work in the engineering spaces of nepleslias navy whereas his sister would set herself in the production
and manufacturing of such vessels.
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The navy was a good learning experience for Lysander, Teaching him what he didnt already know and
instilling into him everything he was willing to learn and earning him a set of promotions over the years
to becoming a senior crewman by the time he was twenty. The trials and accomplishments of the navy in
turn during the second Mishhuvurthyar war saw him instilled with an increased sense of camaraderie and
patriotism alongside his fellow nepleslians and its people as the first assault fleet he was assigned to
fought tirelessly and relentlessly in the face of the equally stubborn NMX.

By the end of the second Mishhuvurthyar war, Lysander found his devotion to hard work and his
unwavering support and patriotism rewarded in the form of a chit to an officers training course. He would
graduate the course in YE 35 as an ensign and take the role of leading the engineering divisions and
shadowing the lieutenants and commanders of bridge crews as an aid on various ships for years until
working his way to commander and finally captain by YE 39.

New Bernese Conflict

Acting as the commanding officer of a lance of Na-S3-1a Jackdaw-Class Heavy Corvette to aid in the new
bernese conflict against the formerly red aligned BRR. Calloway spent over a year and a half performing
surgical strikes planetside and as the oversight of the 1st assault fleets Aquila Flight pilots who helped
bring the war to an early close after crippling the air power of the BRRs forces allowing for a miltia and
NSMC breakthrough to force the war into a ceasefire and peace negotiations.

Calloway was one of several individuals to oversee the disarmament of much of the reds military and the
drawing up of their territories to include them into the beginnings of friendly relations with DiON
alongside General Apollodorus Wiegand of the NSMC 309th Armored Infantry "Ruthless Riders" ,
AdmiralJulia Brisk of the NSN's 1st expeditionary fleet, And Governess Ngozi Abraham of New bernese.

Triple Front War

His actions in the new bernese conflict earning him the brevet1) admiral of the 3rd assault fleet forces.
Calloway took command of all the 3rd assault fleet ships now in the freemud system as well as the few of
his jackdaw lance, From the now cooperative forces of the BRR now seeing a greater threat from the
kuvexians they suplimented his forces with a handful of Sakura light gunships and what forces they could
spare.

Regrouping with the Viridian Array faction of spacers and their mothership, the Steel Liberty, Calloway
would set off towards the Free Range cluster of systems to set up a series of defences against incoming
kuvexians seeking to invade the colonial expanse to stall them while admiral brisk chartered the defence
of the colonial expanse.

Social Connections

Lysander Calloway is connected to: Julius Sturban (Father)

Mary Calloway (Mother)(Deceased)
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Chiffon Calloway (Sister)

Skills Learned

Communications: Trade (language), Yamataigo.
Leadership
Starship Operations
Knowledge: History, Politics.
Fighting: Hand to hand, Firearms, Power Armor
Strategy: (Tactics/discipline).
Engineering

Clothing

Uniform

1 EM-G7 Emrys Environ suit
2 Button-up short-sleeved overshirt, blue, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate
4 T-Shirts, white
4 underwear, white
2 Blue jeans
1 Garrison hat, blue, with flash patch
1 pair of finger-cut gloves, leather, brown
1 pair of shoes, brown
6 pair boot Socks, white
1 double-strap belt, brown

Bunkwear

2 T shirt, white, with fleet number on the right chest
2 Pairs of ankle length pajama pants, blue
1 Pair of slip-on flexi-shoes, brown

Workout/Swim

2 Short-sleeved mocks with fleet number on the right chest, blue
2 Work-out shorts, light blue

1 Pair of trunks, blue, fleet number on right leg
1 Speedo, blue, fleet number on right cheek
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Weapons and Weapon Accessories

1 Revolver, HHG ‘High Hybrid Gun’, with 2 extra HJP magazines

Accessories

1 pair of identification tags, metal, with name and hometown
1 Canteen, 1 quart
1 AwesomeCorp DataJockey
1 Wallet with the Naval Corps Insignia plated on it.
Starting pay of: 6000 DA

OOC Information

In the case Charmaylarg becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Lysander Calloway
Character Owner char
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Current Location Ukk
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